
Society in the musical mirror 
 
This evening’s programme features three works, that each mirror the socio-political surroundings of 
their respective authors. The premiered work by local composer Antoni Schonken is a reflection on 
the ongoing Life Esidimeni affair, a tragedy born of the South African state’s criminal negligence in 
a country that is otherwise a vibrant democracy with strong principles of freedom of expression. 
Afterwards, we turn to music by two composers who laboured under the yoke of the oppressive 
cultural policies of the USSR. Shostakovich’s First Violin Concerto was kept from the eyes and ears 
of the public for years, for fear of censure. Prokofiev’s Romeo and Juliet, on the other hand, 
attempted to musically appease the Soviet doctrine of Socialist Realism, but in fact did little to 
assuage the terror of living in Stalin’s Russia. 
 
The programme opens with the premiere of to be : to know, by Stellenbosch-based composer 
Antoni Schonken. This is a work written with the horror of Life Esidimeni in mind, and in the 
words of the composer, ‘our own complacency and denialism in [its] face’. Schonken notes that the 
composition isn’t a case of programme music—there is no attempt to depict, in narrative fashion, 
this dark moment in our young democracy. Nor is it the musical fleshing out of a specifically 
political critique. It is simply, in the composer’s words, a ‘reflection on what I have read and felt… 
a reflection on the tragedy of Life Esidimeni, the lives that were lost in the process, the family 
members who are still struggling in the aftermath, the growing number of casualties still being 
discovered, and most importantly our own place in this as citizens of a broken democracy’. 
 
This work’s musical currency is the use of recognisable thematic material. The core idea of the 
work is a set of six triads in E minor, which found their genesis in a process of translating the letters 
of the words ‘Life Esidimeni’ into note names. The pitch material that resulted from this was then 
altered to create a chord sequence that the composer felt was appropriate. Structurally, the work 
doesn’t follow a strict predetermined architectural layout, and presentation of material is directed, 
first and foremost, by Schonken’s expressive requirements. Included are defined moments of 
aleatory, where the performers are free to add their own creative input into the performance. 
 
Salient to the listener are the spoken elements of the work. These are taken from contemporary 
news reports, and are presented by the musicians by means of whispers, shouts, or ordinary speech. 
The vocalised parts also provided Schonken with pitch information, which was then passed on to 
other non-vocal parts of the work. Listeners will also note the prominence of the marimba part, 
which the composer has compared to a keener at a funeral service. Schonken goes on to comment: 
‘Elemental sounds (wind, water), which to me have always been deeply personal symbols of rest, 
repose, mourning, quiet, loneliness, et cetera, take central roles in this piece. I would like to 
transport the audience to a place where they can also reflect on and become intimately aware of 
their situatedness in the performance space and time.’ 
 
Dmitri Shostakovich’s Violin Concerto No. 1 in A minor, op. 77, was written between 1947 and 
1948 in an atmosphere of political and cultural oppression. In 1936, Shostakovich had been roundly 
condemned in a review published by the Soviet mouthpiece Pravda (literally, ‘Truth’), which cited 
his Lady MacBeth of the Mtsenk District as overly violent, pornographic, and evidence of the 
intrusion of decadent Western ‘formalism’. A second review attacked Shostakovich’s ballet The 
Limpid Stream, because it ‘misrepresented’ collective farms. These critiques were concrete 
enforcements of the will of the Party via a cultural and aesthetic doctrine called Socialist Realism, 
where artworks were expected to be uplifting in spirit, intelligible to the man on the street, and 
‘accurate’ portrayals the glorious ‘reality’ of life in the USSR. (Actually, strictly speaking the term 
‘realism’ here refers to a rejection of abstract art in favour of life-like representations of the world, 
as was found with the Tsarist-era notion of ‘critical realism’.) After the Second World War, the 
Soviet state again sought to enforce its will on the cultural sphere. The 1946 Zdhanov Decree stated 



that the ideological world order was simply that of imperialism (the United States) versus 
democracy (the USSR), and that cultural matters had a large part to play in this struggle. In 1948, 
the year the First Violin Concerto was completed, a fresh round of Pravda-condemnations targeted 
composers such as Shostakovich and Prokofiev, who were then obliged to make public apologies 
for their lapses into formalism. 
 
The First Violin Concerto was a piece destined for Shostakovich’s ‘bottom drawer’. The works that 
saw the printing press at this time all stylistically conformed to Socialist Realism, or served to 
praise the state. Shostakovich’s most adventurous, experimental and dissonant creations remained 
unpublished. The First Violin Concerto was written for the fabled David Oistrakh, but only saw 
performance in 1955, two years after Stalin’s death and three years before a general pardon of those 
condemned by Pravda. Bottom-drawered works are of obvious interest to scholars, and much effort 
has been spent combing through scores for evidence of Shostakovich’s covert resistance to the state. 
A common observation in commentary on this concerto is the inclusion of the famous DSCH 
motive (the notes [D-E flat-C-B], or [D-eS-C-H]; spelling the German Dmitri Schostakowitsch): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This set of pitches is often interpreted by musicologists as a form of individualist protest. The First 
Violin Concerto features antecedents of this motto, which would later be stated unambiguously in 
the Tenth Symphony (1953) and the String Quartet No. 8 (1960), amongst other works. Spotting 
such antecedents takes a bit of effort, however, because they are often presented in transposition and 
in different inversions. Take the example below, where the woodwinds spell out the notes [B flat-C-
D flat-A natural] in the opening of the second movement: 
 
 

 
 
This is a whole-tone transposition of [C-D-E flat-B], an altered voicing of the notes used for the 
DSCH motive. An incomplete version of the DSCH motive, this time transposed up a semitone, can 
be heard at Rehearsal Mark 35 (about a minute and a half into the second movement). This example 
runs aground with the inclusion of a B natural, instead of a B sharp, yielding [D-E flat-C-B flat] 
when transposed: 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Finding examples of the DSCH motive is something of a cottage industry for musicologists—or at 
least it was, before theory was abandoned in favour of speculative biographical ‘readings’ of 
politics and sexuality. However, one should be careful not to see every instance of the [0, 1, 3, 4] 
tetrachord (of which the DSCH motive is a second inversion with rootnote B) as Shostakovich’s 
signature. This sort of dissonant chord structure was very much a part of Shostakovich’s general 
harmonic style, and variations like the [0, 2, 4, 5] at Rehearsal Mark 35 are common.   
 
Another feature of the First Violin Concerto that is worth mentioning is the theme of the third 
movement Passacaglia. This is an altered version of the ‘Invasion Theme’ from Shostakovich’s 
Seventh Symphony (the ‘Leningrad’), itself inspired by a theme from Lehár’s The Merry Widow 
and later parodied in Bartók’s Concerto for Orchestra. While the theme is presented as a march in 
the Socialist Realist-conforming ‘Leningrad’ Symphony, in the Violin Concerto it almost takes the 
character of a dirge, upon which a solemn brass fanfare is superimposed. The original theme is as 
follows: 
 

 
 
The altered theme underlying the third movement features a similar repeated note motive, but is in 
triple time and is presented in measured tread: 
 
 

 
 
It is sometimes claimed that the brass figures accompanying Passacaglia theme are quotations of 
Beethoven’s famous ‘fate motive’ from the Fifth Symphony. This is difficult to believe, as the two 
figures differ greatly in musical character. Not only do the two composers use different intervals, 
but Beethoven’s figure features an on-beat quaver rest followed by three quavers, while 
Shostakovich’s is a triplet starting on the beat.  



 
If Shostakovich’s First Violin Concerto is an example of a Soviet work that was bottom-drawered 
for fear of condemnation, Prokofiev’s Romeo and Juliet is an example of one that desparately tried 
to conform to Socialist Realism. In this regard it almost failed, simply because the aesthetic dictates 
of the USSR were little more than an exercise in power. Prokofiev had returned to the USSR after 
primitivist and neoclassicist phases in Paris, and worked to align his somewhat discordant style with 
Socialist Realism. In 1935, he wrote the ballet Romeo and Juliet, based on a stage adaptation by 
Adrian Piotrovsky and Sergei Radlov. Together, they planned a happy ending for Shakespeare’s 
tragedy. But there was trouble afoot. First, the Kirov Theatre backed out of the project, fearing a 
Party backlash for having too close an association with a ‘modern’ composer. The Bolshoi was next 
to abandon the project, ostensibly objecting to the happy ending (which was later changed), but 
most probably out of fear of the Soviet censor. Then came the 1936 Pravda condemnations, the 
second of which condemned Prokofiev by name. Pravda also took specific aim at Piotrovsky, who 
was also the originator of the text underlying Shostakovich’s The Limpid Stream. Prokofiev 
nervously backed out of staging Romeo and Juliet, even though Shakespeare was acceptable subject 
matter and the music was relatively tame. But Prokofiev was right to be nervous. Natalya Sats, who 
had commissioned Peter and the Wolf, was soon sent to the Gulag, while Piotrovksy was arrested 
and extrajudicially executed by 1937. Romeo and Juliet would only see the stage in the USSR in 
1940, once Prokofiev was completely certain that it would meet with political approval. In the 
meantime, he settled for a 1938 Brno premiere, as well as extracting enough music from the ballet 
to form three concert suites. This evening’s performance will feature a selection of pieces from 
these three suites. 
 
While Prokofiev was ultimately powerless to prevent political attacks, he was at least able to craft 
music that satisfied the requirements of Socialist Realism. His philosophy was straighforward 
enough. He simplified his musical language (especially its tonal elements), included recognisable 
themes, and reduced the amount of thematic development. His treatment of dissonance and 
consonance shows this philosophy in action. Prokofiev did not use dissonance for its own sake, nor 
for the sake of any modernist aesthetic agenda. Rather, increased dissonance signalled strife to the 
listener, while consonance was used to reduce tension. Hence, dissonance and consonance were 
employed in directly inducing affect. This view of emotional function, combined with robust but 
simple harmony and plenty of melodic content, was textbook Socialist Realism. When, after the 
1948 Pravda condemnations Prokofiev issued a public letter of apology, he specifically cited 
Romeo and Juliet as evidence of his ability to reject Western ‘formalisms’ like atonality.  
 
Even the melodic content is direct, rigorous, and memorable, as shown by the main theme from the 
‘Dance of the Knights’ (on its recapitulation, Prokofiev famously hands this theme to the tenor 
saxophone): 
 

 



This emphatic theme can be contrasted with the incredibly tender melodic treatment in the opening 
to the ‘Balcony Scene’, quoted below. This is a wonderful example of how Socialist Realism 
attempted to retain melody, harmonic motion, and clarity, without falling back into the chromaticist 
habits of the high Romantics. The ‘Balcony Scene’ must surely rank as one of the most beautiful 
pieces of music in the 20th century:  
 
 
 

 
 
All the pieces on this programme show how composers have reacted to their respective extra-
musical environments. Music and politics are uneasy bedfellows, but since the beginning of the 20th 
century, bedfellows they have been. It is often said that art holds a mirror to society. This 
programme not only supports this old adage, but adds to it. With Schonken, we hear a 
contemplation of unspeakable injustice. Shostakovich gives us music written in defiance of political 
interference. Alternatively, Prokofiev attempts to comply with authoritarianism, but still manages to 
create music that survives on the concert stage eight decades later. Ultimately, music is a product of 
its social environment, and this even leaves its fingerprints on compositional technique. 
 

Barry Ross 


